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Abstract 

Zantema, H., Longest segment problems, Science of Computer Programming 18 (1992) 39-66. 

The following problem is considered: given a predicate p on strings, determine the longest segment 

of a given string that satisfies p. This paper is an investigation of algorithms solving this problem 

for various predicates. The predicates considered are expressed in terms of simple functions like 

the size, the minimum, the maximum, the leftmost and the rightmost element of the segment. The 

algorithms are linear in the length of the string. 

1. Introduction 

Consider the following problem: 

Given a predicate p on strings. Find an algorithm to determine the longest 

segment (i.e., consecutive substring) of a given string of length n that 

satisfies p. The algorithm has to be linear in n. 

A problem of this shape we call a longest segment problem, or, for short, a segment 

problem. If nothing is known about p the only way to solve this problem is to 

compute all segments of the string, determine for each segment whether p holds, 

and keep track of the longest segment satisfying p. Since the number of segments 

is about n2/2, this algorithm requires O(n’) computations of p and is clearly not 

linear. However, if p has a particular shape, or has some nice properties, then a 

strong optimization can often be made, resulting in a linear algorithm. This paper 

is an investigation of possible optimizations of this type. Many solutions of segments 

problems have appeared in the literature, e.g., [6], and exercises 1, 19, 27, 31 and 

50 in [9]. We add several new solutions, including one of the following problem: 

given a string of integers, find in linear time the longest segment of which the length 

is smaller than the sum of the maximum and the minimum of that segment. 
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In Section 2 we present the notation we use in this paper and define initial 

segments, tail segments and general segments. In Section 3 we show how for some 

very simple predicates the corresponding segment problems have no solutions of 

complexity less than O(n log n). In Section 4 some basic properties of algorithms 

like ‘on-line’ and ‘real-time’ are discussed, as are some basic properties of predicates, 

like ‘prefix-closed’. In Sections 5 and 6 the first algorithms appear. Although they 

are simple, they are the starting point for the classification presented in this paper. 

The most interesting part of this paper is Section 7: the application of partitions. 

The main result is Proposition 10, which provides the key for many solutions, and 

is also applicable to other problems than segment problems. Roughly speaking, the 

approach can be described as follows: problems that lack some required monoton- 

icity can be solved by introducing an additional data structure in which this 

monotonicity can be forced. Some of this approach can also be found in [6] and 

[ 121. One difference is that we tend to on-line algorithms and avoid preprocessing. 

In Section 8 the problem of finding two elements in a string with the left one c 

the right one, and as far apart as possible, is treated as a segment problem. The last 

section contains an overview of the results. 

2. Notation 

In many presentations, segment problems are expressed using indexing. We prefer 

to avoid introducing indexing in favour of basic operations on strings. Although 

we do not follow the way of program development as suggested in [l], we borrow 

some notation. 

When no confusion is possible, parentheses of function application and function 

composition symbols are sometimes omitted, so gfx means g(f(x)) = (gof)(x). 

The string of n elements a,, u2, . . . , a, respectively is denoted by [a,, a,, . . . , a,]; 

concatenation of strings is denoted by +t , the size function by #. Further we write 

a ifbsa, a 
aTb = 

if a s b, 

b if a G b, 
a&b = 

b ifbsa, 

@/[a,, a2,. . . , a,] = a,Oa,O* * .Oan, 

f *[a,, a2,. . . , anI = [fa,,fa2,. . . ,fa,l, 

PQX = WXlPbdl, 

accb=a and al>b=b. 

For example, <<lx denotes the leftmost element of the string x, and T/x denotes 

the value of the greatest element of the string x. The operator 0 needs to be 

associative; if it is also commutative and idempotent then O/ is also defined on 

finite sets as well as strings. 

Without loss of generality we always assume that p[] = true. The set X will always 

contain the empty string [ 1, so [ ] E p 4 X. 
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To be able to express segment problems in this notation, we need the notion of 

the longest segment of a set of segments; we choose the notation t+ for the longer 

of two segments. Hence t#/ denotes the longest of a string of segments or a set of 

segments. For all non-empty sets of strings X and Y we have 

?#l(XU Y) = (?#lX) ?# (?#/ Y). (1) 

The operator t# is supposed to be computable in constant time. A similar property 

for p 4, immediate from its definition, is 

p-=(Xu Y) = (p4X)u(pa Y) (2) 

for each predicate p and all sets of strings X and Y 

Finding the longest segment satisfying p now can be described as computing the 

function t+/p q segs, where segs x denotes the set of segments of x. We still have 

to define segs; we do it in terms of initial and tail segments. Let 

~~~~r~,,~,,...,~,l=C~,,~,,...,~,l, 

init[u,, u2,. . .) a,] = [a,, a,, . . .) a,_,]. 

As a consequence, for any non-empty string x we have 

[<</x]tt(tuilx) =x = (initx)+k[>>/x]. 

The set consisting of x, tail x, taiZ(tuilx) and so on will be written as tails x, and 

similarly inits x, so 

~~~~~r~,,~*,...,~,l=~C~,,~2,.~~,~,l,~~*,...,~,l,...,~~,l,rl>. 

inMa,, a,, . . . , %I = {[I, [a,13 [al 7 a21,. . ., [a,, a,, . . , %I>. 

Now we define segs inductively: 

sw[l = {[I>, 

segs(xtt-[a]) = segsxu tuiZs(x+k[a]). 

Applying equations (1) and (2) to this definition, we obtain 

t+pl~ 4 s&x -tt[al) = (T,/P 4 sw x1 t+ (?+/P 4 taWx it [al>). (3) 

For many predicates p this is the property we need for the derivation of an algorithm 

for computing T,/p 4 segs. In Section 7.3 however, we shall need a generalization. 

All of our algorithms consist of the initialization of some variables and a main 

loop. In this main loop the given string is read from left to right; each element is 

inspected only once. Correctness proofs and complexity bounds are based on the 

notions of invariants and variantfunctions as in [7]. Let z be the total string to be 

considered, x the part of z already read, and y the part of z still to be read. As an 

invariant we then have 

z=x+ky. 
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The general program reads as follows: 

initialization 

; x:= [] 
;y:=z 

;doy#[]+a:=<</y 
; x:=x+[a] 

; y:= taily 

; body 

od 

All algorithms in this paper consist of filling in the initialization and the body in 

this program scheme. In giving invariants, the general invariant z = x it y is left 

implicit. In the other invariants and in the algorithms z and y will not occur. The 

variable a will appear in the algorithms as the last read element. 

3. Superlinear segment problems 

This paper is on deriving and presenting linear time algorithms for segment 

problems. One can wonder whether linear time algorithms always exist for simply 

shaped predicates. The answer is no: there are very simply shaped predicates for 

which we can prove that no linear algorithm exists. Of course the meaning of this 

statement depends on the complexity model. We follow the model in which the 

number of element comparisons is counted. More precisely, a total order on the 

elements is assumed, and one basic step is the following: compare two elements a 

and b, then the result of the comparison is either a > b, or a = b, or a < b. 

An interesting example is achieved by taking the predicate p defined by 

p(x) = (<c/x = >>/x). 

From this definition of p it is immediate that 

#(?#lP 4 se@ x) 
= 1 if all elements of x are distinct, 

> 1 if they are not. 

So if there is a linear algorithm to compute T#/p 4 segs, then there is also a linear 

algorithm checking whether all elements of a given string are distinct or not. In the 

literature this problem is called the ‘element uniqueness problem’, and it has been 

proven that it takes at least O(n log n) steps, where n is the length of the string, 

see [5]. (In [5] any linear test is allowed, but the difference with our complexity 

model is not essential.) 

Note that array indexing is not considered as a basic step in our model. If it is 

a basic step for arrays of which the index type equals the type of the string elements, 

then a linear element uniqueness algorithm can be given. 

Variations of this method give more proofs of the non-existence of linear solutions 

of segment problems, in particular if the predicate consists of an equality. For 
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example, if 

p(x) = (<c/x + >>/x = C) 

for some constant C, or if 

p(x) = (+/x = C) 

for some constant C, then one can prove that there is no linear algorithm computing 

T,/p 4 segs, provided that both positive and negative numbers are allowed to occur 

in the string. 

4. Basic properties 

4.1. On-line and real-time 

In our algorithms elements of a string z are inspected from left to right. An 

algorithm computing f(z) is called on-line if for each XE initsz the result f(x) is 

available before elements in the string behind x have been inspected. If the time 

between any two consecutive inspections in an on-line algorithm is independent of 

the length of the string then the algorithm is called real-time. For example, an 

algorithm containing some preprocessing of the given string is not on-line, since in 

such an algorithm no result on any init is available before all elements have been 

inspected. 

Clearly a real-time algorithm is always linear. Conversely, it can happen that the 

time between any two consecutive inspections is not bounded while the average 

time is bounded (the cost is amortized constant as it is sometimes called in the 

literature). In that case the algorithm is both linear and on-line, but not real-time. 

In [l] an on-line algorithm is written as rr(O tr s), and is called a directed reduction. 

Back to segment problems. From the definition of u it is immediate that 

(pv4)qX = (paX)u(qaX) 

for all predicates p and q and sets of strings X. Combining this with equation (1) 

we obtain 

So, given two linear algorithms computing T+/p asegs and T#/q-==ssegs, we can 

construct a linear algorithm computing T#/( p v q) 4 segs by joining them together 

and taking the t+ of both results. If the join is inside the loop, the same holds if 

we replace the word ‘linear’ by ‘on-line’, or by ‘real-time’. 

Given two algorithms computing t,/p asegs and t#/qdsegs, is there a similar 

construction giving an algorithm computing T,/(p A q) 4 segs? The answer is no. 

For example, define the predicates p and q by 

P(X) = (K/X = &lx), 

q(x) = (>>/x = T/x). 
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In Section 5 we construct a real-time algorithm for the longest p segment; in Section 

7 we construct an on-line algorithm for the longest q segment. Finding the longest 

p A q segment turns out to be more difficult; in Section 7.3 we define box =p A q 

and construct a linear algorithm for the longest box segment which is not on-line. 

Of course, this does not yet prove that an on-line algorithm for the longest p A q 

segment does not exist. 

More convincing is the following example: define the predicates p and q by 

p(x) = (<c/x G >>/x), 

q(x) = (<c/x b >>/x). 

In Section 8 we shall give linear algorithms for the longest p segment and the longest 

q segment. However, in Section 3 we have seen that a linear algorithm for the 

longest p A q segment does not exist. 

How about negation: given an algorithm computing t,/p 4 segs is there a con- 

struction giving a algorithm computing t+/-~p Q segs? The answer is again no. For 

example, let p be defined by 

p(x) = (<c/x # >>/x). 

A linear algorithm for the longest p segment is easy to find; even a linear on-line 

algorithm is possible as we shall see in Section 8. For the non-existence of a linear 

algorithm for the longest 1p segment we again refer to Section 3. 

4.2. Closure properties 

l A segment predicate p is called pre$x-closed if p(x tty) *p(x) for all strings 

x and y. 

l A segment predicate p is called postjx-closed if p(x tt y) 3 p(y) for all strings 

x and y. 

l A segment predicate p is called segment-closed if it is both prefix-closed and 

postfix-closed, i.e., p(x sty it z) *p(y) for all strings x, y and z. 

l A segment predicate p is called overlap-closed if 

(Yf[l AP(X+Y) f’P(Y+Z))~p(X++J’+Z) 

for all strings x, y and z. 

For example, the predicate defined by #x < J/x for segments x of integers is 

segment-closed but not overlap-closed. On the other hand, the predicate low defined 

by #x > t/x for segments x of integers is overlap-closed but not segment-closed. 

As is easily verified, each of these four classes of predicates is closed under 

conjunction; also the three classes of prefix-closed, postfixed-closed and segment- 

closed predicates are closed under disjunction. The class of overlap-closed predicates 

is not closed under disjunction. For example, both ‘ascending’ and ‘descending’ are 

overlap-closed, but ‘ascending or descending’ is not overlap-closed. 
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5. The first solutions 

In the program scheme of Section 2 choose 

s = t,/p 4 segs x 

as an invariant. By the assumption p[] = true we may choose s := [] as the initializ- 

ation, by equation (3) we may choose 

s := sl+‘(T#/pd taiZs(x4t[a])> 

as the body. The following proposition states that for prefix-closed predicates 

t,/p 4 tails(x TV [a]) only depends on t+/p 4 tails x and a. It can also be found 

as Lemma 3.1 in [2]. 

Proposition I. Let p be a prejix-closed predicate. Then 

~,/pataiZs(xSt[a]) =~,/p~taifs((~,/p~tailsx)St[a]). 

Proof. Let t = t#/p 4 tailsx. Then taiZs( t tt [a]) E taiZs(x tt [a]), so 

For proving the converse of this inclusion assume that z E p 4 tails( t tt [a]) 

for some z EP 4 tails(xtt[a]). Then p(z) holds and z E tails(xtt[a]) and 

z& tails(t -~[a]). So z can be written as w tt t +-[a] for some non-empty string w. 

Since p(z) holds and p is prefix-closed, we see that p(w tt t) holds. So w tt t E p 4 

tails x. which contradicts the definition of t. We conclude that 

pataiZs(xit[a]) =p-=tails(ttt[a]), 

so t,/pa tails(x+t[a]) = t+/p 4 tails(t tt[a]), which we had to prove. q 

A consequence is the following. Let p be a prefix-closed predicate. Then we can 

choose 

s = TJp4segsx A t = T,/patailsx 

as the invariant in the program scheme, s := [I; t := [] as the initialization and 

t := t+/p -4 tails( t tt [a]) 

; s:=sT,t 

as the body. In order to derive a complete program, we still have to be able to 

compute t,/p 4 taiZs( t +k [a]). If p is also overlap-closed, this is easy according to 

the following proposition. 

Proposition 2. Let p be a predicate which is both prejix-closed and overlap-closed. Let 

t = t,/p Q tails x. Then t#/p 4 taiZs(x -I+ [a]) is either t st [a], or [a], or [I. 
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Proof. Let .z = 7,/p 4 tails(x +t [a]). According to Proposition 1 we have 

z = ~~/p~tails(ttf[a]), 

so there exists a string w such that t +t [a] = w st z. If z = [] then we are done, so 

assume that z # [I. Then we can write z = y tt [ a] for y = init z. Both t and z satisfy 

p, while t = w it y and z = y tt [a]. Since p is overlap-closed, we conclude that either 

y = [] or p( w tt y tt [a]) holds. In the former case we obtain z = [a]. In the latter 

case we havep(tit[u]), so z=~,/patuils(tit[u])=t-tt[a]. 0 

As a consequence, if p is both prefix-closed and overlap-closed, we can choose 

s = T#/pdsegsx A t = t#/pd tuilsx 

es the invariant, s := [I; t := [] as the initialization, and 

If p(t+[al) --, t:= ttt[u] 

IJ lp(ttt[u])Ap[u] +t:=[u] 

0 lp(t*[u])Alp[u] + t:=[] 

fi 

;s:=sT,t 

as the body of the program scheme. For the resulting algorithm to be real-time, 

p( t +t [a]) has to be computable in constant time. Since p is prefix-closed, we have 

for all strings t: 

p( t it [a]) = p(t) A ‘something’. 

To compute ‘something’ it is often necessary to keep track of some help information 

4(t). The result is the following proposition. 

Proposition 3. Let p be a predicate which is both prefix-closed and overlap-closed. 

Assume there is a function 4, and a pair of constant computable functions T, and ~z, 

such that 

P(t+[al) = p(t) * n1(4(t), u) 

and 

#dt+i-[aI) = dddt), a) 

for all strings t and all elements a. Then there is a real-time algorithm computing 

?,IP 4 segs. 

Proof. Let d[] = A. Choose 

s = TJpQsegsx A t = T,/patuilsx A f =4(t) 
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as the invariant, s := [I; t := [I; f:= A as the initialization, and 

if nl(J; a) +r:= ti+[a] 
; f:= r2c.f a) 

0 lrl(J; a) A n-l(A, a) +t:= [a] 
; f := T,(A, a) 

0 ln-,(J; a) A ln,(A, u)+t := [] 
; j-:=,4 

fi 

; s:=.sT,t 

as the body of the program scheme. q 

Example. Let R be some constant time computable relation. Let p be defined as 

follows: 

p(t) holds if and only if uRb holds for every two consecutive elements a 

and b in t. 

In particular, p holds 

in the string. Choose 

for strings of length ~1. Let w be any element not occurring 

if t # [I, 

if t = [I, 

~~(a, 6) = (a = w) v (uRb), 

n2(u, b) = b. 

Then all requirements are fullfilled, so the proposition yields a real-time algorithm 

for computing the longest p segment. 

If the relation R is the equality relation, this is a real-time solution of the longest 

plateau problem [7, Section 16.31: given a string, find the longest segment of which 

all of the elements are equal. 0 

Example. Choose p by 

p(x) 3 (J/x = <c/x) 

for non-empty x, and p[] = true. Then choosing 4(r) = <c/t for non-empty strings t 

yields a real-time algorithm for computing the longest p segment. 0 

If p is any conjunction of predicates from these examples, a real-time algorithm 

for computing the longest p segment is obtained by choosing 4(t) = (<c/t, >>/t). 
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For example, this holds for 

p(x) = (J/x = <c/x) A (V[a, b]~,seg.sx: b-a<C) 

for some given constant C. As remarked in Section 4.1, real-time algorithms can 

also be obtained for disjunctions. 

6. The windowing technique 

What to do if the predicate p is not overlap-closed? As before, let t = T+/p u 

tails x. Then tc/p 4 taiZs(x tt [a]) is not any more either f tt [ a] or [a] or [I. But 

if the predicate p is prefix-closed, we still have that t,/p - tuils(x +I- [ a]) is contained 

in tuiZs( t + [a]). The number of candidates for t+/p 4 tuils(x -TV [a]) is linear in the 

length of f. So keeping track of t = t#/p 4 tails x in the program and choosing 

s = TJp4segsx A t = T,/patailsx 

as the invariant as we did before will not give a real-time algorithm. 

The following choice for the invariant is more fruitful: 

s = T#/pdsegsx A uE tuilsx A #u=#s. 

Assume this invariant holds. Since both t and u are in tails x and #t G #s = #u 

we obtain t E tails u. So 

tuils(t+t[u])G tuizs(uit[u])~ tails(x+c[a]). 

Since p is prefix-closed we may apply Proposition 1, and obtain 

t#/p~tuils(xSt[u]) = T,/patuils(utt[u]). 

From the invariant and equation (3) now follows 

t+lP 4 se&x *[al) = st-#(t+lp 4 taMu St [al)). 

We distinguish two cases: p(u+t[u]) and lp(u+[u]). In the case ofp(uit[a]) 

we clearly have 

~,/patuils(u+[a]) = utt[u], 

of which the length is #u + 1 > #u = #s. So in that case 

t,/pasegs(xtk[u]) = utt-[a]. 

We conclude that in the case of p( u st [ a]) the statements u := u it [a]; s := u keep 

the invariant valid. 

It remains to consider the other case: lp(u +[a]). Assume the invariant holds, 

then we have 

#~#/p~tuils(utt[a]) 6 #(utt[u])-1 = #u = #s, 
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SO 

is either equal to s or equal to sts taiZ( u tt [ a]), depending whether p( ruiZ( u TV [a])) 

holds. So in the case of lp( u +t [a]) the statements 

24 := tuif(u +-[a]) 

; if p(u) +s:=s~#&u 

0 lp(u) +skip 

fi 

keep the invariant valid. 

Combining both cases, for p prefix-closed we may choose s := [I; u := [] as the 

initialization and 

u:= u+t-[a] 
; ifp(u) +s:= u 

0 1p(u)+ 24:= tail(u) 

; ifp(u) +.s:=s~+u 

0 lp(u)+skip 

fi 

fi 

as the body of the program scheme. 

Operationally, the segment u shifts over the string from left to right, sometimes 

increasing, but never decreasing in length. Due to this operational idea this technique 

is sometimes called windowing. 

To obtain a real-time algorithm from the above result, we need an efficient 

computation of p as is described in the following proposition. 

Proposition 4. Let p be a prefix-closed predicate. Assume there is a function 4, and 

three constant computable functions TT, , rr2 and TT~, such that 

p(t) = rl(4(t)) and +(t+[al) = ~z(+(t), a) 

for all strings t and all elements u, and 

+(tail t) = .rrd$(t)) 

for all non-empty strings tfor which lp( t). Then there is a real-time algorithm computing 

t+lp -4 segs. 

Proof. Let +[] = A. Choose 
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as the invariant, s := [I; u := [I; f:= A as the initialization, and 

u:= utt[a] 

; f := df, 0) 
; if 5-f,(f) + s := u 

[77r,(f)-+u:=failu 

; f:= df) 
; if r,(f) + s:= st#u 

O1~I(f)+skip 
fi 

fi 

as the body of the program scheme. 0 

Example. Given a string consisting of non-negative integers and a positive number 

C, find the longest segment of which the sum does not exceed C. Define 

$(x)=(x, t-lx) 

for all strings x. Then we can define 

S-,(x, n) = (n s C), 

rz((x, n), a) = (x+ [al, n + a), 

~j(x,n)=(tailx,n-<</x), 

and all requirements of the proposition are fulfilled, giving a real-time algorithm. 

If negative numbers are also allowed to occur in the string, the predicate is no 

longer prefix-closed, and Proposition 4 cannot be applied. In Section 8 we shall 

show how a linear on-line algorithm for that case can be given. 0 

7. Applying partitions 

There is a close relationship between segment problems and partitions. A partition 

of a string x is defined to be a string of strings xs such that 

st/xs = x. 

We say that a partition satisfies a segment predicate p if each of the segments of 

the partition satisfies p. To ensure that for each x a partition satisfying p exists, we 

require that p holds for one-element strings. A partition xs of x is called maximal 

forp if it satisfies p and for each two consecutive segments u, n of xs the concatenation 

u i+ u does not satisfy p. In general, maximal partitions are not unique. Note that 

the empty string does not occur as a segment in a maximal partition of a non-empty 

string. 
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Choose in the program scheme xs := [] as the initialization and as the body: 

y:=[a] 

;dox.s#[]~p((~~/xs)ity)+y:=(>>/xs)+y 

; xs := init 

od 

;xs:=xsit[y] 

Let x be the part of the string already read, then the outer loop has as an invariant: 

xs is a maximal partition for p of x, 

and the inner loop has as invariants: 

xs tt [y] is a partition of x satisfying p, and 

xs is a maximal partition for p of st/xs. 

As a consequence, the resulting algorithm computes a maximal partition. It is called 

the greedy algorithm. In the inner loop, the length of xs always decreases, and we 

can choose as a variant function 

2*#x-#xs, 

showing that the greedy algorithm is linear in the length of the string, provided that 

p(( >>/xs) +t y) can be computed in constant time. The algorithm is on-line, but in 

general not real-time. It is the basis of all algorithms of this section. 

The next proposition states that for a particular class of predicates p( (>>/xs) sty) 

can indeed be computed in constant time. Given a relation R on elements, we define 

the predicate pR on non-empty segments by 

pR(u) = (VaEinitu: aR(>>/u)). 

For example, we have 

pa_(t) = (J/t = =/t). 

By definition, pR is postfix-closed and holds for singletons. Further pR is overlap- 

closed if and only if R is transitive. 

Proposition 5. Let R be a transitive relation and let u and v be non-empty segments 

satisfying pR. Then 

p,(uitv) = (>>/u)R(>>/v). 

Proof. If not (>>/u)R( >>/v) then we have not pR( u -tt v) since D/U is an element 

of init(u St v) and >>/v = >>/(u + v). 

On the other hand, assume that (>>/u) R( >>/ v) holds. Let a be an arbitrary element 

of init(u -k v) and let b = >>/u = >>/(u tt v). We distinguish three cases: 

l a E init v. Since v satisfies pR we have aRb. 

l a = >>/u. Since (>>/u)R(>>/v) we have aRb. 

l a E init u. Since u satisfies pR we have aR( >>/u). Since (~/u)R(>>/v) and R 

is transitive we have aRb. 
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In all cases we have aRb, so u -K v satisfies PR, which we have to prove. 0 

Combining this proposition and the greedy algorithm yields a linear on-line 

algorithm for computing a maximal partition for PR. Three independent ways of 

applying maximal partitions to segment problems are given in the next three 

subsections, respectively. 

7.1. The longest pR segment 

Proposition 6. Let p be a postjix-closed and overlap-closed predicate. Let x be any 
string and let xs be a maximal partition for p of x. Then 

t+/p 4 tails x = >>/xs. 

Proof. If #xs = 1 then we have x = >>/xs and p(x) holds, so 

t,lp 4 tails x = x = >>/xs. 

So we may assume that #xs 2 2. Let u and ZI be the last two elements of xs, i.e., 

v = >>/xs and u = >>/init xs. Since xs is maximal for p we have p(u) and p(v) and 

lp(u+v). Let w=T,/patailsx; since p(v) and u~tailsx we obtain #w>#v. 

Since lp(u tt v) and p is postfix-closed we obtain #w < #(a tt v). Since p(u) and 

p(w) and lp(u +t v) and p is overlap-closed we obtain w = v, which we had to 

prove. •i 

Both overlap-closed and postfix-closed are necessary requirements in this proposi- 

tion. For example, the predicate (#x s 2) is postfix-closed but not overlap-closed, 

and the predicate (#x f 2) is overlap-closed but not postfix-closed. For both predi- 

cates a counterexample to the proposition is easily found. 

Combining Propositions 5 and 6 we can modify the body of the greedy algorithm 

to 

y:= [a] 
;doxs#[]~(>>/~~/~~)R(>>/y)+y:=(>>/xs)+y 

; xs := init 

od 
; s := sT#&y 

;xs:=xsst[y] 

as an extra invariant. So if R is transitive and computable in constant time, then 

we have a linear on-line algorithm computing the longest pR segment. 

An easier linear algorithm for the same problem is obtained by reading the 

elements from right to left instead of from left to right, and applying Proposition 

3. However, then the resulting algorithm is not on-line. 
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7.2. The longest ribbon 

Given a positive constant C a segment of integers is called a ribbon if the greatest 

difference between the elements of that segment does not exceed C. Since the greatest 

difference is equal to the maximum minus the minimum, we can write this definition 

in our notation as follows: 

ribbon(t) = t/t-i/t s C. 

The problem is to find the longest ribbon in a given string in linear time. Although 

ribbon is both prefix-closed and postfix-closed, it is rather difficult. We solve it by 

using partitions. Another solution is given in [4]. Although it is claimed to be n log n, 

it can be proven to be linear. 

Choose as an invariant 

s = TJribbon 4 segsx A t = T,/ribbon 4 tailsx. 

In the general program scheme we can choose s := [I; t := [] as the initialization and 

t:= t++[a] 

; do 1 ribbon t + t := tail t 

od 
; s:=sT,t 

as the body. The problem is how to compute ribbon(t). Since ribbon holds for 

singletons, we see that t # [] is an invariant of the inner loop. Since ribbon(t) is an 

invariant of the outer loop, we see that ribbon( init t) holds as a precondition for 

the inner loop. Since ribbon is postfix-closed ribbon(init t) is an invariant of the 

inner loop. Finally, it is easy to verify that for non-empty strings t with (>>/ t) = a 

we have 

ribbon(t)= ribbon(initt) A asJ/t+C A asT/t-C. 

Hence the body may be modified to 

t:= t+[a] 

;doa>&/ttC v a<T/t-C+ t:= tailt 

od 
; s := sT#?t 

Now the problem is to compute i/t and T/t efficiently. The next more general 

proposition gives a solution, applying maximal partitions. For any relation R we 

define its complement RC by 

aRCb = l(aRb). 

Proposition 7. Let R be a relation for which both R and RC are transitive. Let xs be 

a maximal partition for pR of some non-empty string x. Let b = >>/cc /xs. Then 

l aRb for all a E init(c</xs), i.e., for all elements a to the left of b, and 

l bRCa for all elements a of elements of tail xs, i.e., for all elements a to the right 

of b. 
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So for R being <, s, 2, >, the element 6 is respectively the leftmost maximum of 

x, the rightmost maximum of x, the rightmost minimum of x and the leftmost 

minimum of x. 

Proof. The first assertion holds since xs is a partition satisfying pR. Since xs is 

maximal for pR we have 

for all consecutive segments u, v in xs. Since b = >>.>/cc/xs and RC is transitive one 

proves by induction to the length of xs that 

for all v E tailxs. So for the rightmost elements of elements of tailxs we are done. 

Let a be any element of init v with v E tail xs. Since xs satisfies p we have aR >>/ v. 

Assume bRa, by transitivity of R we then have bR>>/v, contradiction. So bRCa, 

which we had to prove. 0 

The next step in the longest ribbon problem is how to compute maximal partitions 

for p, and p< of tail t from similar partitions of t. The next proposition states that 

this can be done in constant time, in a more general setting than we need for the 

longest ribbon problem. 

Proposition 8. Let p be an overlap-closed and postjix-closed predicate and let xs be a 

maximal partition for p of some non-empty string x. Let xs’ be defined as follows: 

xs’ = 1 

tail xs if #(<< /xs) = 1, 

[tail << /xs] +t tail xs otherwise. 

Then xs’ is a maximal partition for p of tail x. 

Proof. Since p is postfix-closed, all segments of the partition xs’ satisfy p. It remains 

to show that xs’ is maximal: the concatenation of any two consecutive segments of 

xs’ has to satisfy lp. The only possible concatenation of this kind which is not a 

similar concatenation in xs, is (tail u) tk v, where u and v are the two leftmost 

segments of xs and #u # 1. So tail u is not empty; from p(v) and lp( u +t v) and 

p is overlap-closed we obtain lp(( tail u) tk v), which we had to prove. 0 

Now we have collected all ingredients for the solution of the longest ribbon 

problem. As the invariant we choose 

s = T,/ribbonasegsx A t = T,/ribbonatailsx 

A y is a maximal partition for p, of t 

A zs is a maximal partition for p< of t. 

As a consequence from Proposition 7 we obtain 

A/t = >>/<~/ys and t/t = >>/cc/zs. 
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The initialization is s := [I; t := [I; ys := [I; zs := [I, the resulting body reads: 

t:= ttI[a] 

; y:= [a] 

;doys#[]~(>>/>>/ys)>a-,y:=(>>/ys)Sty 

; ys := init 

od 
;ys:=ysit[y] 
; y:= [a] 

;dozs#[]~(>>/>>/zs)<a~y:=(>>/zs)~y 
; zs := init 

od 
; zs := zs it [y] 

;doa>(>>/<</ys)+Cva<(>>/<</zs)-C+ys:=ys 

; zs := zd 
; t := tail t 

od 
; s := ST#t 

The first and second inner loop are simply copied from the greedy algorithm; the 

guards can be chosen in this way according to Proposition 5 and a = >>/y. The 

partitions ys’ and zs’ in the third inner loop are defined as in Proposition 8. The 

linearity of the algorithm follows from the invariant function 

4#x-#t-#ys-#zs. 

The algorithm is on-line; it is not real-time. 

A similar (but easier) algorithm can be found for the problem of the largest square 

under a histogram: find the longest p segment where 

p(x) = J/x 2 #x. 

Here we need only one partition: a maximal partition for p, of T,/p u tailsx. 

Another solution of this problem is given in [lo]. 

7.3. A more general segment decomposition 

Until now all solutions of segment problems were based upon the structural 

property equation (3) from Section 2: 

t+lp 4 se&x St [aI) = (TJP a=w x) t+ (T+/P -4 taWx + [al)). 

This property forces the computation of T,/p asegs to be done strictly from left 

to right. Since the notion of segments is perfectly symmetrical, we should like to 

have a defining property of segments which is symmetrical too, like 

segs(xit[a]ity) = segsxusegsyu{u-K[a]tfv~uEtaiZsx~~Einitsy}. 

It can be proven from our definition of segments in a straightforward way. 
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Applying equations (1) and (2) from Section 2 to this property, we obtain 

(t,lP+u*ral+vl u E tails x A U E inits y}). (4) 

Note that equation (4) is a generalization of equation (3): if we choose Y = [] in 

equation (4) then the result is exactly equation (3). 

In this section we shall combine equation (4) and maximal partitions to find 

solutions of segment problems. The idea is to compute some function C#J on strings 

closely related to t+/p -a segs. This will be done by the greedy algorithm for some 

PR, while keeping track of +-values of inits of the partition segments. If at the end 

the partition consists of only one segment, then the +value of the init of the whole 

string has been computed, and so has t#/p 4 segs. We assume that 4 has a property 

similar to equation (4): 

4(X++[Ql++.Y) = 44(x), %4(Y)), 

where rr is some efficiently computable function. As a consequence, 

+(init(u+l-v)) = rr(4(initu), >>/u, +(initu)). 

Let R be any transitive relation, and letf= 4([]). We extend the body of the greedy 

algorithm to 

y:= [a] 

; c:=f 

;doxs#[]~(>>/>>/xs)Ru+y:=(>>/xs)+ty 

; c:=rr(>>/z, >>/)>fXS,C) 

; xs := init 

; z := init 

od 

;xs:=xsit[y] 

; z:= ztt[c] 

The invariant of the outer loop is: 

xs is a maximal partition for PR of x A z = (4’ i&)*x% 

The invariant of the inner loop is: 

xs St [Y] is a partition of x satisfying PR 

A xs is a maximal partition for PR of +/xs 

A z=(~~init)*Xs A c=$(inity). 

The guard of the inner loop has its shape according to Proposition 5. We shall refer 

to the resulting algorithm by (8). 
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From the guard of the inner loop and Proposition 5 we see that the computation 
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is only executed if u it [a] satisfies PR, or, equivalently, (vb E 24: b&r). 

Next we show that if the complement RC of R is transitive, the inner loop has 

an extra invariant 

xs # [] j (Vb E init y: (>>/ >>/xs) RCb). (5) 

Initially y = [a] so inity = [I, so then (5) holds. If xs consists of one segment then 

after one step xs is empty and (5) trivially holds. If xs consists of at least two 

segments, let u = >>/init xs and 2, = >>/xs be the last two segments of xs. We have 

to prove that 

(Vb E init( v tky): (>>/u)R’b). 

assuming that equation (5) holds. We distinguish two cases: b E u and b E init y. 

First let b E U. Since 3c.s satisfies PR, in particular pR holds for ~1, so bR (>>/ v). Suppose 

that (>>/ u) Rb, then by transitivity of R we obtain (>>/ u) R (>>/ u), contradicting the 

maximality of xs for pR. Hence ( >>/u)RCb. Next let b E init y. From equation (5) 

we know (>>/ u)RCb. Since xs is maximal for pR we have (>>/u) R’( >>/u). Since RC 

is transitive we conclude that also in this case (>>/ u) RCb. 

Now we have proved that equation (5) is an invariant of the inner loop; as a 

consequence the computation 

is only executed during the algorithm if both (Vb E u: bRu) and (Vb E U: uRCb). 

This algorithm was intended to compute 4(x) for a given string x. If we apply 

it to x, then it only computes +(init u) for segments u of a partition of x, and not 

C$ (x). We can bridge this gap by not applying the algorithm only to x, but to x st [w] 

for some particular element w in such a way that the corresponding partition of 

x +t [w] is forced to consist of only one segment. Then that segment is x -# [w], 

while init(x it [CO]) = x, exactly what we need. The next proposition states how to 

choose o. 

Proposition 9. Let R be any relation; let o be an element such that aRw for all elements 

a. Let x be an arbitrary string. Then [x tt- [w]] is the only maximal partition for pR of 

xi+[o]. 

Proof. Assume there is a maximal partition xs for pR of x tt [w] consisting of more 

than one segment. Let u = >>/init xs and u = >>/xs be the two rightmost segments 

of xs. Since >>/(u tt U) = w and uRw for all elements a we see that u tt v satisfies 

pR, contradicting the maximality of xs. IJ 
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If the set of elements does not contain such an element w, an abstract element w 

can be added. Extending the relation R to this extended set by defining 

aRo for all elements Q, including w, 

oRCa for all elements a, excluding o 

does not affect the transitivity of R and RC. 

Combining the above observations we have proved the following, which is the 

main proposition of this section. On the one hand it provides the key idea for all 

examples in this section, on the other hand its applicability is not restricted to 

segment problems. 

Proposition 10. Let R be a relation for which both R and RC are transitive and which 

is computable in constant time. Let C$ be a function on strings for which there exiists a 

constant computable v for which 

4(u *[al* VI = dddu), 4 4(v)) 

for all strings u and v and elements a for which 

(Vb E u: bRa) and (Vb E v: aR’b). 

Then for any string x the above algorithm (*) applied to x st [w] is a linear algorithm 

computing 4(x). 

Since the result is not available before adding the element w to the input, the 

resulting algorithm is in general not on-line. 

Often the ordinary number order “<” is chosen for R. In that case the condition 

on the computation of $(u it [a] -tk v) is equivalent to: a is the leftmost maximum 

of u +t [ a] st v. For R being G, b, >, it is respectively the rightmost maximum, the 

rightmost minimum and the leftmost minimum. The condition (Vb E u: b < a) can 

be abbreviated to the equivalent condition t/u < a, and similarly for G, 2, >. 

If in Proposition 10 the function 4 is replaced by the function 4’ defined by 

4’(x) = (x, d(x)), 

we can weaken the condition on 4: it is also allowed that the constant time 

computation of $(u +t [a] st v) not only depends on 4(u), a and 4(v), but also 

on u and v. In the examples we shall indeed assume that the corresponding segments 

u and v are available for this computation. 

As noted by SD. Swierstra, Proposition 10 is closely related to precedence parsing. 

Example. The longest low segment: we are looking for 

t#/ low 4 segs, 

where low is defined by 

low(x) = t/x < #x. 
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Define 

4(x) = (#x, f+/Zowusegsx) 

for each segment x, and let R be either “<” or “s”. If t/x< a and t/y< a then 

4(XStra1”y)= 

(Zen,x+k[a]ity) ifa<len, 

otherwise 

where 

4(x) = (x, 3 x2), d(Y) = (Yl, YA 

len=x,+y,+l. 

So Proposition 10 can be applied and the longest low segment can be computed in 

linear time. The resulting algorithm was first found by R.S. Bird and L.G.L.T. 

Meet-tens before it was discovered to be a particular case of this far more general 

proposition. 

A very nice and totally different solution of this problem is treated in [6]: after 

two scans of preprocessing the longest low segment is found in one linear scan. 

Example. The longest box segment; box is defined by 

box(x) = (<c/x = J/x) A (>>/x = T/x). 

Let p be defined by 

p(x) = (<c/x = J/x) 

and define 

4(x) = (t,/patailsx,~/x,~,/boxasegsx) 

for each segment x, and choose R to be “s” (here “<” will not suffice). If t/x s a 

and t/y < a then 

where 

44x) = (x1, x2, x3) and 4(y) = (Y,, ~2, .J+). 

So Proposition 10 holds and the longest box segment can be computed in linear time. 

This problem is also treated in [6]. Surprisingly, there it is called being really 

di#icult, at least more difficult than the low segment problem, while in our approach 

it is of the same degree of difficulty. 0 
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Example. A variation on the longest low segment: define p by 

p(x) = (T/x+J/x<#x). 

Let 

4(x) = (#x, &lx, tip/p 4 segsx) 

for each segment x, and let R again be either “<” or “G”. Then Proposition 10 

can be applied, so the longest p segment can be computed in linear time. q 

Example. The converse of the former example: define p by 

p(x) = (T/x+JJx>#x). 

Define 

4(x) = (#x, t/x, t,lp 4 segs x) 

for each segment x, and let R be either “>” or “a”. If J/x 2 a and i/y 2 a then 

we have to compute ~$(x+t[a]ityy) using a, 4(x) and 4(y). Before we can do so 

we need some observations. Write 

4(x)=(x1,x2,x3) and ~~Y)=(Y~,Y~,Y~). 

Note that 

pUal++y) = (a+Y2>YI+l). 

First assume x 2 c y, and a +y2 > y, + 1. Then ~([a] tk y) equals true. May be this 

segment [a] +k y can be extended to the left while p remains to hold. For any tail 

segment x’ of x we have 

I/(--i+t[a]ity)=a and t/(zZ+t[a]~ty)=y,. 

So among the segments x” it [a] -tt y, the longest one for which p holds is obtained 

by choosing 2 to be the tail segment of x of length 

(a+Y*-Y,-2Nx,. 

Since t/x tt [a] -H-Y = y, we conclude that IC tt [a] sty is the longest segment of 

x +t [a] tt y containing a that satisfies p. 

Next assume x 2s y2 and a+yZ~y,+ 1. Let 

w=?+[a]+y 

where x” is any tail segment of x and j is any initial segment of y. Suppose p(w) 
holds, then 

#w<~/w+~/w~y,+a~y,+l. 

So #w s y1 , and there exists a segment 3 of y for which 

#G=#w and t/G=Tt/y=yZ. 
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Then we have 

?/G+J/G >y,+a>#w=#G 

so also p(G) holds. We conclude that 

t+lp -4 se&x St 

z~Yy2Aa+YZ~Y,+I, 

orify,Gx,r\a+x,Gx,+l, 

8. Leftmost at most rightmost 

In this last section we present a linear on-line algorithm finding the longest 

segment of which the leftmost element is less or equal to the rightmost element. 
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This predicate is generalized as follows. Let R be an antisymmetric relation of which 

the complement RC is transitive, for example, R equals s. Define the predicate p by 

p(x) - (x = [] v (<</x)R( >>/x)). 

Note that in general p does not satisfy any of the properties prefix-closed, postfix- 

closed and overlap-closed. 

For the algorithm we need an additional string y. In the case of R equals “s” 

this additional string can be interpreted as follows: for each element of the original 

string the additional string contains the minimum of all elements that have been 

read before that element. In order to achieve this, it is convenient to define >>/ on 

the empty string. We introduce an abstract element w and define 

>>/[I = 6J. 

To allow w to be the left argument of R we define wRCa for all elements a; clearly 

this definition does not affect the transitivity of RC. Choose y := [] as the initialization 

and 

if(>>/y)Ra) +y:=y+[>>/y] 

0 (>>/y)RCa)+y:=yi+[a] 

fi 

as the body of the program scheme. As usual let x be the part of the string already 

read; clearly #x = #y is an invariant of the program. An interesting invariant which 

is easily verified using the antisymmetry of R and the transitivity of RC is the 

following: 

for every x, , x2, y, , y, satisfying 

x=x,-ttx,Ay=y,+ty>A #x,=#y, A #x,=#y, 

we have 

(Vb E x1 : (bRC >> /y,) v b = >>/yl) 

and 

In particular by choosing y, = [] we have 

(x f [I) * (<c/x = <c/y). 

In this invariant the way to split up x into x, and x2 is not determined. Instead 

of choosing x2 = T#plp -=I tails x as an extra invariant we apply the windowing tech- 

nique from Section 6 and add the invariant: 

#$=#s A s=~,/p~segsx. 
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The initialization reads yi := [I; y, := [I; x, := [I; x2:= [I, the total body in the 

program scheme is 

x2:= x2i+[a] 

;if(~l~JRa +Y~:=Y~++[~/Y~I 
U(>>ly,)R’a-ty,:=y,~t[al 
fi 

; y, := y1 +t rx lY21 
; y2 := tail y, 

; x1 := x* tt [<< /x2] 

; x2 := tail x2 

;doy, ~[I~(~/Y,)R~~Y~:=[>~/Y,I~Y~ 
; y, := init y, 
; x2:= [>>/x,]stx, 
; x, := init x, 

od 

The only non-trivial part in the correctness proof of the resulting algorithm is the 

invariance of 

#x,=#s A s=T,/pasegsx. 

To prove this invariance, consider the postcondition of the inner loop. The negation 

of the guard is 

Y, = [I v Wy,R’a; 

since (VIE x,: (bRC >>/y,) v b = >>/y,) and R’ is transitive we obtain (Vb E x,: 

bRCa). Expressed in words: no tail of x longer than x2 satisfies p. If the body of 

the inner loop is not executed the inner loop has #x2 = #s as a postcondition, and 

we are done. In the other case the body is executed at least once and the inner loop 

has (cc/y,)Ra as a postcondition. Combining this with (>>/y,)RCa we obtain 

>>/y, # <c/y2; from the invariant we then conclude that <c/x,=<</y,, so (<</xJRa, 
so x2 satisfies p. Combining this with the above remarks we conclude that x2 is the 

longest tail satisfying p, which we had to prove. 

The linearity of the algorithm follows from the variant function 

#x+#x,, 

which increases by one in every step of the algorithm. From the structure of the 

algorithm we see that it is on-line. 

If only the length of the longest p segment is to be computed, all x1 and x2 can 

simply be removed in the algorithm, since the length of x2 is equal to the length of 

y,. If both x and y are implemented as arrays, then the assignments for x1, x2, y, 

and y, can be written shorter as one shift of an array index, 
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Choosing R to be G we have solved the ‘leftmost at most rightmost’ segment 

problem. A small modification in the algorithm leads to a linear on-line algorithm 

for the longest pc segment, where 

PC(X) = x=[] v (<</x)<(>>/x)+C 

for any constant C. The composition of this algorithm and the transformation 

mapping [a,, a2,. . . , a,] to [az- a,, a3 - 4, . . . , a, - a,_,] yields a linear on-line 

algorithm finding the longest segment of which the sum is at most C. In this solution 

both positive and negative numbers are allowed in the string. In Section 6 we already 

found a real-time solution for the same problem in the case that the string consists 

only of non-negative numbers. 

9. Conclusions and final remarks 

In this paper we have derived and presented a number of algorithms determining 

the longest segment of a given string satisfying some fixed predicate p. All of the 

algorithms are linear in the length of the string. In most cases the predicate p consists 

of restrictions on linear combinations of simple functions on segments x, like the 

leftmost element <c/x, the rightmost element >>/x, the maximum t/x, the minimum 

J/x, the sum +/x or the length #x. We found real-time algorithms finding the 

longest p segment for p(x) defined by 

or 

+/x G C for strings of non-negative numbers. 

We found linear on-line algorithms finding the longest p segment for p(x) defined 

by 

J/x = >>.>lx, 

or 

?lx-Ux 5 C, 
or 

Ilx 2= #x, 
or 

<c/x < 2/x, 

or 

+/x G c. 

Further we found linear algorithms finding the longest p segment for p(x) defined 

by 
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or 

or 

or 

K/X = J/x A >>/x = t/x, 

t/x+&lx < #x, 

t/x+i/x > #x. 

Applying the same techniques, solutions can be found for slightly modified predi- 

cates, for example for 

29/x+34/x 2 4*#x+5. 

However, not all similar predicates lead to linear algorithms. For example, for p(x) 

defined to be 

or 

CC/X = >>/x, 

+/x = c 

the complexity of any algorithm finding the longest p segment in a string of length 

n can be proven to be at least O(n log n). 

For the predicates 

t/x-&/x S #x, 

and 

T/x-&/x z #x 

our methods failed until now; the corresponding segment problems are still open. 

Not all known linear solutions of segment problems are treated in this paper. 

One example is the palindrome problem: find the longest segment that is its own 

reverse. In [8] a linear on-line algorithm solving this problem is given. Rather 

difficult is the problem of the longest square segment, a segment is called square if 

it is of the shape u +t U. Related results can be found in [3,11]. 

Our methods can also be applied to partition problems and other problems 

concerning segments. For example, in a given matrix the maximal constant zero 

submatrix can be found linear in the number of matrix elements. 
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